Changes in expression and microheterogeneity of the genetic variants of human alpha1-acid glycoprotein in malignant mesothelioma.
Human alpha1-acid glycoprotein (AAG), an acute-phase plasma protein, is heterogeneous in the native state and polymorphic in the desialylated state. The AAG heterogeneity is mainly explained by a variable glycan chain composition in its five glycosylation sites. The AAG polymorphism is due to the presence of genetic variants. Three main variants are observed for AAG, ORM1 F1, ORM1 S and ORM2 A, which have a separate genetic origin. In this paper, we have used different isoelectric focusing (IEF) methods and chromatography on immobilized metal affinity adsorbent to study the relative occurrence of the genetic variants of AAG in relation to changes in microheterogeneity, in plasma and pleural effusions of patients with malignant mesothelioma (MM). The results were compared to those obtained with the variants in plasma of healthy individuals. Significant changes in variant distribution were observed in the MM samples, that corresponded to a rise in the proportion of the ORM1 variants and a fall in that of the ORM2 variant. However, the concentration in MM plasma increased for both variants. The AAG in MM plasma and effusion fluids was found to be more heterogeneous on IEF than AAG of healthy plasma. The evidence of stronger concentrations of both the high and low pI forms of AAG in the MM samples suggested two kinds of changes in charge heterogeneity. These two changes were shown to be attributed to different variants--i.e. the high pI forms to ORM1 F1 and S and the low pI forms to ORM2 A, after fractionation of AAG by chromatography on immobilized copper(II) ions. These results indicate specific changes in both the expression and glycosylation for each AAG variant, according to its separate genetic origin, in MM.